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Abstract— In this paper the develop ment of anti-spam
software detecting information attacks is offered. For
this purpose it is considered spam filtrat ion system with
the multilayered, mu ltivalent architecture, coordinating
all ISP’s in the country. All users and ISPs of this
system involved in spam filtration p rocess. After spam
filtering process, saved spam templates are analyzed
and classified. This parameterizing of spam temp lates
give possibility to define the thematic dependence from
geographical. For example, what subjects prevail in
spam messages sent from the certain countries?
Analyzing origins of spam temp lates fro m spam-base, it
is possible to define and solve the organized social
networks of spammers. Thus, the offered system will be
capable to reveal purposeful in formation attacks if those
occur.

Index Terms— E-mail Spam, Unsolicited Bu lk
Messages, Filtering, Informat ion Attack, Hu man Rights,
Multilayer Architecture

spam industry. Nevertheless, despite the abundance of
software products, some anti-spam products are
ineffective or do not know how to defend against new
types of spam as they appear. It is very difficult to
choose software solutions with a high percentage of
spam filtering and a low percentage of false positives
among the existing ones. False-positive e-mail is a
necessary e-mail, classified as spam by the spam
filter. Of course, it is easy to achieve 100 percent spam
blocking, but in th is case, the risk of increasing false
positives is escalating. Losing one legit imate e-mail is
worse than getting one hundred spam messages .
The rest of the paper is organized as fo llo ws.
Section 2 presents related works. Section 3 describes
the architecture of the offered anti-spam system. The
proposed algorithm for realization of anti spam system
is presented step by step in Section 4. Functionalities of
the offered software are described in Sect ion 5.
Conclusion is given in Section 6.

II.
I.

Introduction

Over the past two decades, informat ion technologies
have radically changed the ways of saving and
transmitting informat ion. E-mail is one of the most
widely used types of such kind of service. It is not just a
way to deliver messages; it is co mmun ication,
informat ion distribution and management of various
processes in the business. The main advantage of e-mail
is its accessibility. Send an e-mail is much cheaper than
usual; it allo ws you to send messages to multip le
recipients at no additional cost. E-mail has many
advantages, but because of these advantages there are
major risks associated with its use. Access to e-mail
becomes a disadvantage when s pammers begin to use
email to send spam [1].
Email spam, also known as junk email or unsolicited
bulk email (UBE), is a subset of electronic
spam involving nearly identical messages sent to
numerous recipients by email [2].
By spam reports of MacAfee In 2011, the average
global spam rate was 2 trillion per day [3]. The growth
of spam volu me has led to the development of antiCopyright © 2012 MECS

Related Works

There are a lot of theoretical and pract ical ways to
despite spam. Though the first spam was sent in 1978 it
began to be written about it as a problem in scientific
literature only fro m 1982. The first paper where this
problem is considered is the Peter J. Denning’s article
[4]. The first mathematical apparatus applied to spam
filtering systems is the Bayes’ algorith m, wh ich was
used first by Sahami et.al in 1996 and then by other
researchers [5-8]. A fter this attempt there were such
mathematical approaches as Kolmogorov co mplexity,
Markov chain, PageRank and Hidden Markov Model
which are met in papers Spracklin L.M ., et al. [9] , Paolo
B., et al [10], and José Gordillo, et al. [11]. But the
latest three years are full with scientific papers offering
data mining techniques against spam problem, as spam
grows day by day, and become mo re intellectual. Igor
Santos and et al. offered in their paper [12] a spam
filtering system that use semantics in spam filtering by
representing e-mails with Information Retrieval model:
the enhanced Topic-based Vector Space Model
(eTVSM). In Cheng Hua Li’s work [13] it is showed
effectiveness of using hybrid similarity measure feature
representation methods and refined neural network
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algorith ms in spam filtering. Juan Carlos Go mez and et
al. offer in they wo rk [14] classification of email using
document classifier based on text content features. This
technique Principal Co mponent Analysis Document
Reconstruction reaches a better performance than the
popular Support Vector Machine classifier. Another
novel approach to spam filtering based on the minimu m
description length principle and confidence factors is
presented in Tiago A. Almeida and et al. paper [15].
The use of semantics in spam filtering by introducing
a preprocessing step of Word Sense Disambiguation
(WSD) is exp lored in Carlos Laorden and et al. paper
[16] and showed that the proposed method can detect
the internal semantics of spam messages presented. In
Francisco Salcedo-Campos and et al. paper [17], a
novel spam-filtering technique based solely on the
informat ion present in headers is introduced. By Noemi
Perez-Diaz’s and et al. approach [18], headers of email
are considered as the result of a dynamic process that
generates characters. They applied SDAI methodology
to compare eight different well-known content-based
spam filtering techniques using several established
accuracy measures.
The observed characters are treated as signals and
parameterized in accordance with standard signal preprocessing techniques by extracting relevant parameters
from the header.
In addition there are a lot of software solutions based
on above mentioned mathematical approaches. In this
paper it is offered anti-spam software wh ich is differ
from others on two features.
At first in the offered anti-spam solution the spam
filtration process takes into account mult iple subjective
assessments of users, institutions, even governments
belonging to this or that correspondence delivered to
this spam category. Top level filtering is based on user
requests of the lower level. In this case, Un iversal
Declaration of Hu man Rights (Article 19) [19] for
access information is not vio lated. The proposed system
is very flexible since it accepts all user opinions in
formulat ing and implement ing its policies to p revent
spam with no restrict ions. Nevertheless whatever the
policy of spam co mbat is, it must be based solely on the
basic norms and princip les of hu man rights. Thus, the
first thing to consider is the user relationship with any
correspondence. Additionally, the situation is further
complicated by the fact that the user opin ion is not
stable and permanent. It varies depending on the user
mood and a nu mber of other subjective
circu mstances. Therefore, at some points, any s tatic
approach to unwanted e-mail filtering may violate
norms and principles of human rights. In this context,
the dynamic approach to combating spam, which could
take into account the fickle attitude of the users as it
appears during the process of an e-mail v iewing, is
presented. In the current individual and corporate antispam systems the filter are trained, as a rule, on a
limited nu mber of messages sent only to a specific user
Copyright © 2012 MECS

or a specific provider [20, 21, 22, 23]. Consequently,
the qualitative spam filtering is not provided, and the
problem of co llaborative filtering with the involvement
of individual users and internet service providers still
remains unsolved. The quality of the filtration can be
improved through the use of complex h ierarch ical and
mu lti-user filtrat ion systems, ensuring the full-scale
participation of users in the detection process of errors
of filtration and corresponding filter settings at each
level [24].
The second point is that the proposed anti-spam
software is also spam analy zer to detect information
attacks. Also classifying spam messages it will be
possible to establish thematic dependence from
geographical (for examp le, what subjects prevail in the
spam-messages sent from the certain countries). It is
applied classification of textual spam emails using text
mining techniques offered by author in article [25].
Application of text min ing methods to an e-mail can
raise efficiency of a filtration of spam. Methods of text
clustering and classifying successfully applied to spam
problem form last decade. A filtrat ion of e-mail onto
legitimate and spam with the help of clustering analysis
are considered in the papers [26-32]. But proposed
system is not filter messages into spam and not spam,
and still to d ivide spam messages into thematically
similar groups and to analyze them, in order to define
the social networks of spammers [33].

III. Architecture of the Offered Anti-Spam System
The proposed system has a hierarchical mu lti-layer
structure consisting of three levels: governmental,
corporate and personal [24, 34]. Each level, in its turn,
has a policy of spam struggle, which is defined by a set
of features contained in spam-mails on the servers of
service providers of this level. The end users and
service providers are at the system nodes. Service
providers, corporate mail servers and client computers
are the vertical co mponents of the proposed hierarchical
system. Requests for the filtration of unwanted
correspondence are sent from lower level nodes to the
top level nodes.
Each level of mu lti-level h ierarch ical system has
server nodes, which accumulates spam-mail base
coming fro m the lower level nodes or fro m the usual
nodes of the same level. Filtering unwanted
correspondences can be generated at any of these levels;
however the proposed method involves filtration, which
is realized at the top level - the level of service
providers, while the information co mes fro m the lower
levels for the processing. Filtering is implemented top down, and the base of spam templates and rules is
provided from the bottom upward. The base of spam
templates is proposed to form user reports about the
spam within the received e-mail.
The system will filter the message for the user node

k ji

only and only if the message is recognized as a
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spam by sufficient number of nodes attached to the
server node ji . Nu merous spam temp lates of i level at a

t equal to the intersection of the set of spam
templates ji at a time t . That is, this set consists of the
time

spam templates, which at that time are delegated as an
unwanted message by the all users of that level. The
presented system allows the possibility to withdraw
back (restore) the post, previously marked as spam. In
this case, the message s k ji

z

t  , reported by the user k j

U ji t  .

spam templates

Pi t  1
s

of

system algorith m allows to restore the state of a
dynamical system in the pace of real time (during the
process), using the input informat ion about the current
system in discrete time. Despite the fact, that spam
filtering in the proposed system is carried out top-down,
in fact, it is controlled by the users from the bottom
upwards [34].

IV. The Offered Algorithm
i

as a spam at a time t , is removed fro m the set of spam
templates

27

Accordingly, the overall base of

U i t  1 and anti-spam policy

For the clarity of the mechanis m for imp lementing
the proposed approach, we describe the incremental
algorith m o f proposed spam filtering system for e -mail
exchange (Fig.1).

i  0, N level changes. The dynamic

Fig.1: Algorithm of the developed anti-spam software

Copyright © 2012 MECS
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Step 1. The user checks the e-mail.
Step 2. Received e-mail is checked for spamness
element.
Step 3. Legitimate correspondence comes into the folder
"inbox".
Step 4. Correspondence marked as a spam, is delegated
to the server for subsequent processing.
Step 5. The server analyzes the e-mail and identifies the
spamness index, which is characterized by a
total number of delegation operations of the
given e-mail.
Step 6. The e-mail is checked for the spam templates
correspondence by the database.

Step 7. If no match is found, the e-mail is added into the
database, and initial spamnes s index is assigned
to it.
Step 8. If a match is found, the spamness index is
compared with the total number of users.
Step 9. If the e-mail spamness index is less than the user
number, the index is adjusted to unit.
Basing on this algorith m, the software was developed
in Borland C language, in Delphi environ ment. The
developed system is based on the client-server
technology basis. Absolute Database was selected as a
database.

Spamness of incoming e-mail is checked as in Fig 2.

Fig 2: Checking each incoming message for spamness

The function
f ( From _ Email , From _ IP, Body,User _ Name)

takes the value 0 , if the e-mail is legitimate, it takes the
value 1 - if the e-mail is doubtful, it takes the value 2 Copyright © 2012 MECS

if it is a spam. Afterward, query is held by the Fig. 3, on
the report number for that spam-mails, and the resulting
report number is compared with the user number
included to the same group.
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Fig. 3: Schema of the query for the number of reports and comparison with the number of users

The database includes User Database tables, which
stores information about the users, and Spam Database
tables, which stores information about spam-mails.

Schemes reflecting the functional structures of these
tables are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

Fig. 4: Spam Database T ables

Copyright © 2012 MECS
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Fig. 5: User Database T ables

V.

Functionalities of the Offered Anti-Spam
Software

Developed anti-spam software consists of two
modules: the client - fo r users, and the server - fo r the
administrator. Co mputer requirements to install the two
modules are min imal and simp le enough to be executed.
The interface and functional capabilities of the modules
differ from each other significantly.

Copyright © 2012 MECS

While installing a client module in the mach ines, the
users register their e-mail and add the path to the
database located on the server. This module is
functioning as a normal e-mail client while sending and
receiving messages (Fig. 6). In the system the user can
sort his mails, delete e-mails, search, start a blacklist of
spammers, configure the system, etc. When you receive
a new e-mail the user marks the spam-mails, and the
relevant info rmation is recorded in the database on the
server.
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2012, 10, 25-34
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Fig. 6: User interface of the developed anti-spam software

Fig. 7: Administration panel of the developed anti-spam software

Copyright © 2012 MECS
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Fig. 8: Exported reports

Functional features of the server module are more;
besides the spam filtering it is an analyzer of the
informat ion stored in the database. The server
component is installed on the server node and
controlled
by
e-mail ad ministrator
of
the
organization. After installing the server component the
administrator access the server and adds information
about sections and employees (Fig. 7).
The admin istrator is permitted to export and print the
following reports in tabular and diagrammatic form (Fig.
8):


By IP-addresses of spammers - what IP-addresses
more or less spam comes from.



By e-mail addresses of spammers - what e-mail
addresses more or less spam comes from.



By the user reports - which users receive more or
less spam.



By the reports of individual departments or groups
of users - which users receive more or less spam.



By the dates – in what periods of time mo re or less
spam comes.



By the countries - which countries mo re or less
spam comes from.

Copyright © 2012 MECS

Classifying and parameterizing spam templates, it
will also be possible to define the thematic identity by
the geographical one (for examp le, what topics
dominate within the spam messages sent fro m certain
countries). Thus, the system is able to identify the
targeted information attacks, if any occur. Analyzing
the sources of spam messages that are in the database of
spam templates, it will be possible to determine and
reveal the organized spam groups.

VI. Conclusion
Summarizing above-listed, we can note that the
offered anti-spam software solution has the following
features:


It is a unique anti-spam filter based on a
personalized server solution, that takes into
account the human right for access information
(Article 19);



It is an analyzer, of spam messages accumulated in
the database, which is capable to detect
informat ion attacks directed through the spam
weapons.
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